“Me Too should become WeToo”:
Using collaborative practices to prevent disputes within NZ businesses
“MeToo must become WeToo”. As PM Ardern has recently represented New Zealand’s worldview of how to
solve global issues by emphasising collaboration1, it is timely to explore how collaborative practices may be
more effectively used in business here. The earlier conflicts are resolved, the better for everyone; however
the challenge lies in how to do that. This article considers how collaborative practices may be used as an early
intervention tool to prevent disagreements from escalating into business disputes embroiled in litigation.
Collaboration is integral to Kiwi businesses. For example, it is infused in tikanga Māori2 so it will become more
prevalent as Māori businesses grow3. International gurus have long touted collaboration as key to improving
business culture and innovation.4 Yet, although collaboration is critical to survive in New Zealand’s small
economy, it is often overlooked and underused in business models5. The same may be said for collaborative
practices in dispute resolution.
Resolving conflicts need not be competitive zero-sum games like stand-offs between Trump and Kim Jongun. If solutions are reached through compromise alone, the tone is set for ongoing relationships and conflicts
are likely to recur6. To get past entrenched positions, people should satisfy their underlying interests7. If
parties work together with genuine concern for each other, collaboration will preserve and enhance their
relationships8.
Postponing intervention until after a relationship has been undermined by conflict substantially reduces the
possibility it will be restored as parties become entrenched in their positions9. The process of resolving
disputes is like a funnel – at the start the parties are more collaborative than when all the “juice” has been
squeezed out of them as they are pushed through the funnel towards litigation10. Enabling better
communication to deal with disagreements between business partners when they first surfaced could have
prevented 35% of founders leaving New Zealand businesses11.
The common types of dispute resolution sit along a spectrum shown in Diagram 112. The higher the party
empowerment and the lower the formality, the more collaboration involved and the more consensual the
process:

Collaboration may be used in mediation to differing degrees depending on the style of the mediator and the
kind of mediation13. For example, during “problem-solving mediation”, the mediator facilitates negotiations
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and assists communications between business partners to encourage collaboration so that innovative
solutions are found. Whereas in “transformative mediation”, the mediator helps parties go beyond solving
the immediate problem to transform their relationship so that future conflict is prevented. It is important to
note that mediators do not generally practise only one model and often different models will be tapped into
during the course of a mediation as the mediator responds to the parties’ needs and dynamics. Parties may
or may not have legal representation at mediation.
Supporters of collaborative law claim it is risky to rely on one person to resolve a dispute14. Collaborative law
is not focussed on any one person but on the collaboration itself15. It involves in-depth joint meetings between
lawyers and their parties after they have entered participation agreements stopping them from using
litigation to resolve disputes16. This process aligns parties and lawyers promoting settlement17 and requires
full discovery fostering openness18. Despite the benefits of collaborative law being corroborated by overseas
studies 19, it is not common in New Zealand and has not extended beyond family law20. This may be similar
to the Australian experience where collaborative law has been disadvantaged by a lack of public and lawyer
awareness, plus a lack of training opportunities and practice groups21. While collaborative law has been used
successfully for business disputes overseas22, it might need to be adapted to suit our business sector.
In New Zealand’s education sector, collaborative practices are considered vital for preserving relationships23.
Dr Gaye Greenwood observed that industry experts should be used before lawyers24 because when problems
are taken to lawyers and formal processes instigated (such as employment mediation in the format
regulated by the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment), conflict escalates and groups
become polarised25. By using less formal collaborative practices first, parties form psychological
contracts with each other to build trust thereby retaining their relationships and avoiding the need to
pursue the dispute. Greenwood developed the “Collaborative Conflict Management” model shown in
Diagram 226. This approach has been echoed in a Ministry of Education’s trial dispute resolution
process.27

Informal collaborative practices are used by some family businesses. A 2016 report on New Zealand family
businesses found that nearly half intended to pass the business from one generation to the next within five
years28.The need to preserve family relationships through such transitions has led to the development of
family constitutions. They are non-binding living documents, created through a facilitated process, where
family members develop shared goals on the future of the family business29. This process of collaboration
enables open and honest conversations so that sensitive issues can be proactively managed before they
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escalate into conflicts – similar to the code of guidelines in Greenwood’s model. If disagreements arise
between family members, the family constitution is used as a reminder of what was originally discussed and
is updated after the family has reflected, for example, through a conflict management cycle like Diagram 330:

To address the challenge of how collaborative practices may be used as an early intervention tool to prevent
disagreements from escalating into business disputes, elements of collaborative law, Greenwood’s model and
the family constitution process may be used. This is depicted by layering Diagram 4 over the stages of
“negotiation and facilitation” in Diagram 1:
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At Stage One, business plans could be developed with the level of collaboration used for family constitutions.
Business plans are created by the people within a business and are reviewed regularly. Therefore they are
more bespoke and user-friendly documents for businesses than formal binding contracts like shareholder
agreements or joint venture agreements. The latter are developed by lawyers, often by following templates.
They may only be varied in writing, normally through the involvement of lawyers. Business plans are more
flexible, living documents which can be shaped by a business for its business, like a family may shape its family
constitution. A neutral facilitator could be used in their development if there are sensitive conversations to
be managed. Business plans could also contain conflict management processes to be followed when conflicts
occur such as Diagram 3.
Stage Two could be invoked if disagreements arose during the ordinary course of business by following the
process incorporated into the business plan. Similar to steps 2 and 3 of Greenwood’s model, disagreements
could be managed by conversations and meetings between business partners, perhaps with a neutral
facilitator31. A facilitator may not be needed if training on how to have sensemaking conversations is given to
business partners. Often such training is given within the workplace but its value for relationships between
stakeholders such as business partners, shareholders and directors should not be overlooked. To ensure that
Stages One and Two are completed, the business plan and agreed conflict management process could be
linked to the dispute resolution clauses contained in contracts between business partners (such as
shareholder agreements). Such clauses could be tiered so that the parties may only move to the next stage
if the conflict remains unresolved from an earlier stage. Sufficient time should be given for each stage to allow
for full collaboration32.
Stage Three could involve joint meetings between lawyers and parties, like those used in collaborative law33.
The terms by which they collaborate could be agreed separately to suit the particular conflict in question. For
example, they could have a participation agreement that is more “C-Lite” by letting parties proceed to court34.
Plus, the exchange of information could be tailored to specific requests35 and be protected by targeted
confidentiality clauses. If the parties reach an impasse, the participation agreement could require a mediator
to resolve particular difficulties36. Alternatively, the whole matter could be referred to Stage 4 using
information gathered from Stage 3.
This article identifies how important collaboration is to business and collaborative practices are in dispute
resolution. It considers examples of collaborative practices with characteristics of high party empowerment
and low informality. Drawing from them, the model in Diagram 4 has been developed to show how informal
collaborative practices may be introduced into relationships between businesses and between business
partners to enhance those relationships. The earlier collaborative practices are introduced into those
relationships, the more likely disagreements will be prevented from escalating into disputes embroiled in
litigation. People now expect practitioners to be more humanistic and strategic with non-legal options, not
“war managers”37 - to be less like Trump and more like Ardern. This model can be added to our tool box of
dispute resolution options and be built upon or modified by exploring other models38 and collaborating with
business executives and their professional advisors.
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